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A SPRING CLEANING LOCKDOWN MISCELLANY

1.  The Kingdoms of Europe; A New Round Game. First and Second Series. 
London: John Jacques & Son, c. 1895. 
90 Chromolithographic cards, complete with 45 in each series (although there is no rules card
or leaflet), square corners, plain glazed yellow backs for the First Series, plain glazed blue for 
the Second. Housed in the original manufacturers boxwood case with sliding lid and original 
labels. Some staining and chipping to the labels, some light wear to the exterior of the case, 
it’s a little loose and shaken, but strong and handsome. The internal wooden divider has come
away at some point, but is still present and complete. The cards are clean, light spotting and 
some thumb-marks here and there, but the colours are bright and strong, no tears or 
creasing, just some gentle ageing. A delightful little curiosity from the oldest games maker in 
Britain, still extant, and the original producers of “Happy Families” Scarce in nice condition. 
[Ref: 1011] £250



2.  [Manuscript] Antiphonary Manuscript; “Antiphonarium Ad Usum 
Parochiarum” Diocesis Trecensis accomadatum. Pars Hiemalis. A Dominica I. Adventus, Ad 
Sabbatum Sanctum Inclusive. Cum Proprio Sanctorum ejusdem temporis.. 
1766. 
8vo. 322pp. + i-xlviii additional Commune Sanctorum section to rear. Bound in full 
contemporary calf, worn but solid and strong, with onlay repair patch to the lower spine 
which rather makes the binding look as if it was finished by a crazed re-animator. Scuffing 
and rubbing to extremities, chipped to head of spine, strong and solid. All edges stained red. 
Marbled endpapers, internally clean, minor soiling here and there, tiny trace of worming to 
the gutters of a few leaves, not affecting text.. The functionally macabre binding however, 
does nothing to detract from the contents; internally clean and fresh, title in red and brown 
ink with hand coloured decorative device, hand rubricated initials, laid on ecclesiastical 
engravings from another work to prelims embellished in brown and coloured ink by hand. 
The body of the ms is in a single meticulous hand, in brown and red with the occasional hand
drawn coloured initial and head or tailpiece. The execution, after the slight blurring on the 
title page, is deft and handsome throughout. A thoroughly charming devotional object, 
externally very functional, for the use of Troyes. 
[Ref: 519] £1,250





3.  A Superb Album of 48 Photographs depicting London, Life, especially along 
the River Thames, in 1914.. 
1914. 
Tall 8vo, cloth bound album, strong and handsome, entitled “Photographs” in gilt to front 
board. All images in excellent condition, captioned in a tiny hand to the borders of the 
images. Containing a variety of subjects, expertly shot and resulting in some breath takingly 
high quality images of Mudlarks on the Thames foreshore, Graham White’s biplane at 
Hendon, the lost subculture of London sailing barges and their crews, docks, cargoes etc., the
bustling commerce of the River Thames, its bridges and dockside architecture, breakers 
yards, wharves, tugboats and a smattering of more standard tourist attractions, all delivered 
crisply and in vivid detail, a number of the waterborne images must have been taken from 
other watercraft, producing some striking photographs. Quite splendid, and depicting much 
that is now gone and forgotten. 
[Ref: 847] £575





4.  Britten, Lionel. A Collection of Manuscripts and Typescripts. 
1930-1935. 
4to and 8vo. Manuscripts and typescripts of his first three major works, comprising the 
author's working carbon typescript of his play Brain: A Play of the Whole Earth (1930), revised
throughout, the upper cover titled in his hand and marked "Britton's Copy"; typescript of his 
novel Hunger and Love (1931), with some corrections; and the autograph manuscript of 
Spacetime Inn (1932), written in pencil and set out as a fair copy, but with subsequent 
revisions, inscribed by him in ink "To O. Diplock/ the man who really wrote it/ and his wife... 
Lionel Britton/ Sept.15.1932"; together with the first edition of Brain, inscribed "To/ Nora 
Cutting/ first English woman amateur film director... this Brain from one of the Wild Men/ 
Lionel Britten/ 25th May 1930"; and of Animal Ideas (1935), inscribed by him to "Dip and 
Nora", some dust-staining, etc., typescripts unbound, the last item slightly damp-stained. 
'A BRAIN IS CONSTRUCTED IN THE SAHARA DESERT – PRESENTLY IT GROWS LARGER 
THAN THE DESERT' – literary works by the 'proletarian' visionary Lionel Britton. His play 
Brain was published in 1930; with a prefatory note stating that "A Brain is constructed in the 
Sahara Desert – presently it grows larger than the desert – out of pure mechanism, by the 
whole of the human race. It controls the whole activities and does all the thinking of the 
world...". From the timings pencilled into his typescript, it appears that Britton was 
envisaging a broadcast performance. Thanks in part to Bernard Shaw, Brain caused a 
considerable stir; the influential critic Hannen Swaffer describing it as 'The most highbrow 
play ever produced in England'.
Hunger and Love (1931) followed. It has been described as 'a semi-autobiographical account of
the intellectual development of the working-class orphan Arthur Phelps' and 'a long inter-
war howl of contempt for the rule-makers and the people whom the narrator considers to be 
the war-mongers, the perpetrators of a vast conspiracy' (Tony Shaw, The Work of Lionel 
Britton: Chapter I: Hunger and Love and the Critics, blog, 16 February 2009). Bertrand Russell
contributed a preface describing it as 'a very remarkable piece of work... filled with a splendid 
rage against the humbug, the cruelty, and the moral degradation of the possessing classes'. In 
the last of his famous 'Books and Persons' columns for the Evening Standard, Arnold Bennett 
felt moved to write his review in a pastiche of Britton's style: 'Bourgeois dinner. Next day I 
resumed. Page after big page. I reached page 705. The last. But why the last? "Well", said I, to 
the invisible Lionel Britton, who was rushing through the ether as inconceivably fast as I was, 
"I've read your novel, Lionel Britton"'. George Orwell thought the book 'entirely sound' as a 
'social document', although not so much a novel but more 'a kind of monologue on poverty'. 
And, as Shaw observes, even as late as 1940, ten years after his review, Orwell specifically 
singles out Hunger and Love in one of his broadcasts as 'an outstanding book' of the sub-
genre.
Hunger and Love was followed by a second play (the autograph manuscript of which is 
included here), Spacetime Inn (1932). This 'expounds a vision of things derived in part from 
the theories of J W Dunne, though the main dramatic interest lies in the interactions of Eve, 
the Queen of Sheba, Queen Victoria, Karl Marx and George Bernard Shaw, as they explore the
interstices of the pub that has become their world' (sf-encyclopedia.co). Britton's papers are 
held by Southern Illinois University. 
[Ref: 666] £3,750



5.  Brunel, Isambard Kingdom. Promotional Broadside for “The Thames Tunnel” 
“Open to The Public every Day (except Sundays) from Nine in The Morning, Until Dark, 
Admittance 1s. each. The Tunnel is brilliantly lighted with Gas, and the Entrance is on The 
Surrey Side of the River, close to Rotherhithe Church.”. 
London: Teape & Son, Tower Hill, 1840. 
16” x 10.5” A single broadside sheet of thin paper. Clean, sharp and crisp, one fold crease with a
small half inch closed tear to the left hand margin of the fold, and some light creasing to 
extremities. 

Three woodcut illustrations showing the route of the tunnel beneath the Thames in section, a
view along the tunnel showing pedestrian and horse traffic, and a view of “The Shield”, the 
mobile mechanical gantry-work that enabled the workers to dig through the unstable silts 
and gravels of the riverbed with at least the semblance of safety. Brunel’s Thames Tunnel, a 
project handed to the young engineer by his father Marc, has long been hailed as a 
masterpiece of engineering talent and determination. In actual fact (history being something 
that changes the more one learns, which for some reason we spend a lot of time choosing not 
to believe) it was more a masterpiece of spin and a really good grasp of PR. This broadside, 
with its pseudo technical woodcuts and vast screed of text explaining the current state of the 
tunnel, its attendant wonders, and the prospects for its future, is part of that. It is printed 
ostensibly as a response to “The constant enquiry for information relating to the construction 
of the Tunnel under the Thames” by the Directors to update the “account of the origin and 
progress of that work.” It certainly achieves that, with an exhaustive recounting of 
tremendous, revolutionary progress made against all odds and the unfortunate unwillingness 
of the Thames to co-operate, but being eventually forced to capitulate in the face of Brunel’s 
unwavering grit and creative genius. It’s a fabulous piece of combination ‘This is really hard 



but we’re getting there!’ and ‘If you want to see how well we’re doing, and you should, come 
on down, bring the family, it’s a shilling per person!’ The tunnel did indeed get built, it 
opened in 1843, to foot traffic, the grand plan for carts and freight vehicles being shelved due 
to the tunnel having to be somewhat smaller than originally planned. It was indeed a 
marvellous achievement, and at one point a gaslit shopping street, which must have been 
magical to behold, but it probably would have been less notable if it hadn’t been portrayed by
Brunel and his company not as an engineering endeavour facing difficulties, but as a triumph 
of courage and ingenuity over persistent setbacks. Scarce, not in OCLC, and I would imagine 
most other examples are in far worse shape than this rather excellent example. 
not in oclc
[Ref: 1013] £175

6.  Dickens, Charles.. A Christmas Carol, in Prose, Being a Ghost Story of 
Christmas.. 
London: Chapman & Hall, 1843. 
First edition. First Issue with all points of priority. Essentially a fine copy of a book that is 
virtually never a fine copy. Four hand-coloured and four illustrations in line by John Leech. 
Original publisher's red-brown cloth with gilt wreath pattern and lettering in center of front 
cover and blind-stamped borders. Spine with gilt wreath pattern and lettering. A completely 
unsophisticated copy. First issue with “Stave I” and all uncorrected textual errors. 
Points as follows: title page in blue and red & dated 1843, glazed green endpapers, 14-15mm 
between the left margin of the blind-stamped border and the gilt wreath, perfect “D” in 
“Dickens” on front cover. The faintest of nicks in the cloth on the rear side-edge (only 4mm), 
very slight separation of paper at the front hinge (at bottom, 1.5 cm), corners with the 
slightest wear The cloth covers are unmarked, unstained and unblemished. The gilt on cover 
and spine is bold and bright. Perhaps most remarkably, the green ‘chalky’ endpapers are quite
solid and surprisingly green, with rubbing really only present to one of the four sheets, which,
seeing as that's the reason they were replaced in the first place, is just downright disturbing. 
The gilt on all edges is bold and sharp. Internally, an extremely handsome copy with very 
slight thumbing to title page and a few of the plates. One of the cleanest brightest copies I've 
ever laid hands on, from Christmas Past all the way to here 
[Ref: 1009] £30,000



7.  Doyle, Arthur Conan. The Hound of The Baskervilles. 
London: George Newnes, 1902. 
First edition. 8vo. Publisher's deep red cloth titled and dramatically decorated in black and 
gilt to spine and front board. Minor edgewear, a very superior copy, tight, strong and bright. 
Internally clean and fresh. Without doubt one of the most thrilling and atmospheric 
adventures of everybody's favourite consulting detective, a glorious blend of goth pseudo 
supernatural and definitive Holmesian deductive scene stealing, The Hound of The 
Baskervilles exists very much in a realm of its own. The novel, the third of four featuring 
Holmes, was the first tale to be published after Doyle threw his most notable creation off a 
waterfall, and its considerable commercial success was really the catalyst for Holmes' 
triumphal return to life. With more plots than Varney the Vampire (actually five in all, 
including red herrings...so I'm exaggerating, because everyone knows Varney has about 750), 
it seems very much a harking back to the Victorian style of creeper, very Le Fanu or Wilkie 
Collins, with its diary entries, and letters, unearthed manuscript and doom laden portents 
uttered by gloomy locals staring out of windows overlooking marsh land. It's glorious and 
deeply enjoyable, and pretty scarce in this bright, shamelessly flagrant condition. 
[Ref: 1008] £7,000



8.  Fraser-Harris, Professor D. F. Fraudulent Mediums; An Essay Bulletin of the 
National Laboratory for Psychical Research. 
London: Published by The Council at the Rooms of The National Laboratory of Psychical 
Rsearch, 1932. 
8vo. 8pp. Publisher’s printed card wraps, clean and sharp with some minor edgewear and rust 
to staples. Printed in brown to front panel, ads to inner and outer of rear wrap, roster of the 
National Laboratory to verso of front wrap listing Harry Price as Honorary Director, amidst a 
host of other international luminaries forming the Research Council. Internally clean, 
consisting of only two gatherings, with the middle gathering separated without damage from 
its deteriorated staples, a pity, as it’s otherwise all crisp and lovely. A very academic and scarce 
essay on the tricks, techniques and histories of fraudulent mediums, and thir impact upon 
the serious study of psychical and spiritual phenomena. 
[Ref: 1022] £75

9.  Glut, Donald F. The Frankenstein Catalog. 
Jefferson, North Carolina: McFarland and Co., 1984. 
First Edition. 8vo. Publisher’s red cloth titled in white to spine and front board. Minor 
edgewear and scuffing, a very good copy indeed. 525pp. Internally clean and fresh. A very 
comprehensive, albeit pre-New Research Era catalogue (or Concordance if you want to be 
epic about it) of the novels, adaptations, parodies, poetry, homages, musical works, popular 
articles and critical works inspired by the story written by a beleaguered teenage woman that 
created multiple fantastic tropes, changed the face of the novel, and generally gave everyone 
permission to just dream bigger and weirder. Definitely falls into the category of one of those 



reference works that always has something new to teach you no matter how often you dip into
it. From the library of the astonishing Richard Dalby, with his attendant 
ephemera.Frankenstein was the Doctor, this is the Catalogue. 
[Ref: 1010] £200

10.  Hodgson, William Hope. The House on The Borderland.. 
Sauk City: Arkham House, 1946. 
Large 8vo. 640pp. Near fine in publisher's black cloth titled and decorated in gilt to spine, 
very minor dulling. a spot of shelfwear. In a very good dustwrapper with the bare minimum of
edgewear, one small area of pre-emptive tape reinforcement to verso. Sharp, bright and clean, 
a nice, strong copy. Internally clean, with bookplate of John David Gaffen to the front 
pastedown. Incorporating a kind of "Welcome to William Hope Hodgson" approach whereby 
most of his major works are presented alongside an essay by H.C. Koenig, and an attempt at a 
bibliography. Hodgson led an extraordinary life; ran away to sea, was the first person to 
photograph stalk lightning from a ship in a storm, taught self defense to the Bradford police 
force, had an altercation with Houdini, wrote a number of blindingly splendid weird tales that
influenced everyone from Lovecraft to Gary Gygax, signed up as a relatively senior soldier 
during the First World War and was finally disintegrated by a shell in Belgium at the age of 41.
He was an all round marvel of a chap, and notwithstanding his urge to lapse into faux 17th 
century narrative prose (something that Lovecraft might have emulated with more success), 
his weird tales are some of the most atmospheric and exciting around. Probably his most well 
known creation (outside of a couple of his characters making guest appearances in "Lost") 
would have to be Thomas Carnacki, psychic detective and "Ghost Finder." whose adventures 



ran in The Idler magazine in 1910. Everyone should read William Hope Hodgson, thank you 
for your attention. 
[Ref: 1021] £350

AN EARLY WORK ON THE ORIGINS AND OBTAINING OF AMBER 
11.  KLOBIUS, Justus Fidus. Ambrae Historiam ad Omnipotentis Dei gloriam, et 
Hominum Sanitatem.. 
Wittenberg: Sumptibus Haered D. Tobiae Mevii &  Elerdi Schumacheri, 1666. 
First edition. 4to. 76pp. Contemporary vellum, title in old manuscript hand to spine (some 
light staining). Woodcut device on title, indistinct ink ownership stamp to title page, 
headpieces and initials,  folding engraved map of Europe, Asia, and  Africa but also including 
northern part of ‘Terra Australis Incognita’ and ‘Iapan Olim Chryse’, three engraved plates, 
including one folding, a folding map and one plate slightly cropped, light browning. A first 
edition in contemporary binding of this scarce treatise on amber and ambergris, including its 
medicinal use, and its supposed origin, which discussion spanning eighteen differing 
opinions (collected from Madagascan bird dung, being one, delightfully illustrated example) 
is simply beautiful in its glorious deadpan investigations into exactly where amber, and 
indeed the completely unrelated substance of amber, might possibly come from. The 
discussions and deliberations apparently continued for some time, and occupied the minds of
many an early scientist, my personal favourite being that it grows in Poland rather like coral. 
Klobius himself expresses some doubt with the whale hypothesis and tends towards the 
congealed dung of flocking birds, carried by the sea. A lovely depiction of the manner in 



which the natural world at so many points in its history was a vast landscape of seemingly 
unknowable mysteries and wonders.
"A book on amber, published by Justus Fidus Klobius of Wittenberg in 1666, examined eighteen 
opinions as to its origin and preferred the view that it was the dung of a bird native to 
Madagascar (illustrated in the book), the Maldives and East Indies, or possibly the excrement 
of a certain kind of whale" Thorndike.
Scarce, and beautiful. 
[Ref: 602] £1,250



12.  Martens, Paul [pseud: Stephen Southwold, aka “Neil Bell”, born Stephen Henry
Critten]. Death Rocks The Cradle, A Strange Tale. 
[1932]. 
Original hand written manuscript. Quarto. 593pp. Bound in full blue cloth titled in gilt to 
spine and front board (there’s a handwritten note to the flyleaf in Southwold’s hand stating it 
was bound by Messrs. Collins the publishers), slightly rubbed to extremities, with one loose 
gathering, a little scuffed and soiled here and there but strong and bright. Internally clean, if 
a blizzard of handwritten pages with corrections, additions and corrections can be described 
as “clean”. It’s pretty cool. There’s a lengthy signed note in Southwold’s hand to the front 
flyleaf:
“Original manuscript of ‘Death Rocks the Cradle’ written March/April 1932 at Elsinor, Beltinge,
Herne Bay and published under the pseudonym ‘Paul Martens’ by Wm. Collins, Sons and Co. 
Ltd. in April 1933. Unpublished in USA at date of this binding. This MS was given to my friend 
John R. Crossland. Stephen Southwold Sep. 1933...bound by Messrs. Collins”
John R. Crossland was actually one of those hard working authors whose work you have read 
without being aware, he was largely responsible for producing extensive omnibus editions, 
and things like the ubiquitous “Wonder Books for Boys and Girls” and the “Mammoth Book 
of...” series over a couple of decades, probably responsible for exposing more children to new 
knowledge and ideas than anyone since, with the possible exception of the great Dolly Parton.
He must have had a considerable amount of professional crossover with his friend Stephen 
Southwold (the frequent name changes and pseudonyms came apparently as a result of 
Southwold’s overpowering contempt for his father, detailed in a few of his more 
autobiographical writings), who produced upwards of 100 published works under numerous 
names, ranging from poetry (he had a poem published alongside Sigfreid Sassoon in 1918, and
numerous others in wartime literary reviews), to crime and children’s books, through horror, 
and some very visionary sci fi, of which this MS is an example. “Death Rocks the Cradle” 
details a rather nightmarish alternate utopia where the sick and the lame are removed to a 
remote penal colony in a rather complex eugenicist fashion, subjected to humiliating and 
degrading ‘treatments’ and ‘examinations’, voyeuristically observed through the medium of 
television (which is pretty good for 1932) by the ‘healthy’ members of society, there’s no 
economy, no money, no privacy...I mean it could be worse, it could be 2020, but it’s a rather 
cold, vicious and bleak examination of what happens when people start to obsessively 
differentiate between what constitutes “healthy” and “unhealthy.” Southwold was nothing if 
not a grab bag of issues, his experiences in the First World War serving in the Royal Army 
Medical Corps (from ‘14-’19, suggesting he was almost continuously exposed to some true 
horror) seem to have cemented his rather bleak outlook on humans:
“And when he was nineteen the War of 1914-18 came, and he went through that long infamy, 
and came out with no shred or tatter of his former illusions to cover his nakedness.” He wrote 
of himself, in the third person (which is in itself a bad sign), reinforcing the historical fact 
that if you’re looking for a generation of profoundly broken people, take a look at the period 
between 1918 and the mid thirties. Whatever else had happened to him, it didn’t slow down 
his pen, and he wrote his way through to the early sixties with a verve and diversity of output 
that is tough to match, before being found dead in his car in 1964, apparently unable to keep 
carrying all this stuff around inside. Clearly a conflicted, curious, uncomfortable man. A 
splendid thing. 
[Ref: 978] £1,750





13.  Nostradamus, Michel. Vingt Propheties. 
Liege, [1790]. 
8vo. 91pp. Unbound, untrimmed, stab sewn, perhaps a little grubbier than it would have been
when sold by the Colporteur but essentially unchanged, I am sincerely doubtful that this 
glorious thing has ever been waved in the general direction of a binding. First and last leaves a
little soiled and creased, a little dog eared but lacking nothing in dignity and strength. 
Printed in French. Internally clean. Wide margins and beautiful, soft, wondrous 18th century 
paper of borderline erotic drape. I like old paper, I'm a bookseller, what do you want me to 
say? A little ragged around the edges but undeniably beautiful. Illustrated throughout with 20
emblematic vignettes illustrating the salient imagery of each prophecy (which is pretty much 
what you'd expect when you read the word "emblematic", but frankly I don't get to use it often
enough), there are also a multitude of what I believe are rather randomly sourced woodcut 
head and tailpieces dotted here and there to fill open spaces; putti, urns, fruit baskets and 
rather chubby children abound, there's also a particularly charming satyr in a state of visible 
arousal dancing a jig with a goat, which is something you don't see every day, at least not 
outside of the House of Commons. 



Each prophecy (the title page helpfully and undoubtedly dishonestly, informs us that the 
manuscript was recently discovered hidden away in a notable Belgian library) is dealt with 
primarily in the classical Nostradamus "What the hell are you on about?" kind of way with a 
section at the end detailing how this interpretation might apply to the current social and 
political situation in Belgium, which at that point was actually the Austrian Netherlands. The 
pamphlet was published to coincide (and thus underpin on a mystical basis) with the Brabant
Revolution, also referred to as The Belgian Revolution of 1789-90. The Brabant Revolution, 
which coincided with other revolutions in France and Liege was intended to overthrow 
Habsburg Imperial rule (which it did, at least for a while) and found a United Belgian State 
(which lasted about as long as free drinks at an antiquarian book fair); all as part of a kind of 
"European Spring", albeit one which lasted a couple of years. The truly wondrous thing about 
this pamphlet, apart from the fact that it is beautiful, is the melding of social, economic and 
political reform with undiluted, temptingly illustrated mysticism as an apparatus for change. 
Scarce and fascinating. 
[Ref: 641] £375



14.  Poe, Edgar Allan. The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket. 
New York: Harper & Brothers, 1838. 
First Edition. 8vo. 202pp. [2pp. ads at front dated May 1838, 14pp. ads to rear]. Contemporary 
blue pebblegrained cloth, paper title label with some scuffing and damage to the lettering. 
Cloth is strong, clean with some signs of an old attempt at restoration, which is annoying in 
that it really doesn’t look like it needed any attention. A very good, strong, handsome copy. 
Lacking a front flyleaf (there should be two preliminary blanks), and with signs of scruffy 
removal of an exlibris label to pastedown. One of the rear flyleaves has a strip of paper 
missing from the lower edge, cosmetic only, nothing structural of to do with the text. Some 
foxing and spotting, otherwise internally clean, ink ownership initials to title page. Edges 
untrimmed. A beautifully florid account of a truly awful sea going adventure in the Antarctic, 
a much respected litany of chilly and mysterious disasters beloved by Jules Verne for one, and 
the problematically brilliant H.P. Lovecraft for another. Without this novel, we would have no
“At The Mountains of Madness” and mankind would have to endure the cold without six foot 
penguins and some dubious racial opinions inextricably connected to hollow polar zones in 
weird fiction. Lovecraft in fact narratively credits Poe with forbidden knowledge contributing 
to the writing of Pym, which is one form of favourable review. Despite a somewhat 
unflattering level of exactitude on my part, it’s a pretty little book, and a handsome copy of a 
scarce and important work of weird fiction. Housed in a tailor made red cloth clamshell box. 
[Ref: 925] £5,750





NATURAL STRANGENESS 
15.  Robinet, Jean Baptiste Rene. Considerations Philosophiques de la Gradation 
Naturelle des Formes de l’ Etre, ou Les Essais de la Nature qui Apprend a Faire l’ 
Homme.. 
Paris: Chez Charles Saillant, 1768. 
8vo. First edition. Bound in full contemporary calf gilt, red title label, some rubbing and 
scuffing, strong, tight and attractive with an aesthetically rather pleasing but unusual etched 
effect caused over time by some reaction in the preparation of the hide. Edges stained red. 
Internally clean. An attractive copy. Marbled endpapers. 10 engraved plates, woodcut 
ornaments. Published a touch earlier yet in the same year as the Amsterdam edition; a 
fanciful and rather gleeful work on reports of strangeness and anthropomorphism in nature 
from travellers, naturalists and adventurers (many of whom may have developed a rather 
casual relationship with truth and accuracy), depicting various curiosities of the natural 
world including an extremely bemused looking mermaid or two, a fish with a human face, 
hermaphrodites, bizarre shells, and several examples of vegetable people, obviously. Frivolity 
aside, Robinet earns his place as an early adopter of the germ of evolution, particularly in his 
musing on the existence of intermediate species bridging the gap between animal and man. 
Scarce, interesting and odd. 
[Ref: 544] £450





16.  Roche, Regina Maria. Contrast, A Novel. 
New York: J & J Harper, 1828. 
First American Edition. Two vols. 8vo. 268pp., 252pp. + 4pp. ads. Bound in original publisher’s
cloth backed boards, yellow paper printed title labels to spines, edges untrimmed. General 
scuffing and edgewear, with some minor surface loss, title label of Vol. II has some loss. Vol. II
appears to be lacking a preliminary blank. Internally clean, some minor browning, a very 
good copy indeed in original boards with deliciously untrimmed pages, something which 
never fails to fill me with delight. Ink ownership to title pages. An elusive novel from the 
bestselling author of “The Children of The Abbey” (which was right up there with 
“Udolpho”), too often described as one of Anne Radcliffe’s rivals, Regina Maria Roche was a 
highly successful gothic novelist in her own right. She fell foul of an unscrupulous financial 
adviser (something that happened to a number of 19th century lady novelists, I should 
imagine) and fell into financial distress, this caused her to return to rural Ireland where she 
remained, she continued to write whilst never regaining her prior fame, and succumbed to 
bouts of depression and despair (which is itself, whilst undeniably sad, also pretty hardcore 
gothic). Like a number of women writers of the time she is currently being revisited from the 
perspective of gender issues and keen social observation rather than how happy she made 
Walpole fanboys. Scarce. 
[Ref: 1014] £875



17.  Steinbeck, John.. The Grapes of Wrath.. 
New York: The Viking Press, 1939. 
First edition, with "First Published in April 1939" on copyright page and first edition notice on
front flap of dust jacket. 8vo., publisher's heavy grain decorated beige cloth. A near fine copy 
in like dustjacket, bright, clean and fresh. Inscribed by the author to the front flyleaf:
"For Jules and Joyce and also Joan with love John Steinbeck."
Beneath the signature is one of Steinbeck's irreverent flying pig sketches (or "Pigasus" if you 
prefer), generally an indication that the recipient of his presentation was a close and valued 
friend,or someone he held in high esteem. 

In this case it was Jules Buck, and Joyce Gates, with their young daughter, Joan. Jules Buck 
started out as John Huston's camerman for his wartime documentaries (”Winning Your 
Wings", "Let There Be Light" etc.) and then grew into an influential producer, both in the US 
and abroad. Although having a sketchy working relationship with Huston, they reportedly fell
out over Huston's anti-Semitic behaviour (Huston later referred to Buck as "My body servant" 
which is obviously super healthy). He collaborated with Steinbeck on the screenplay of what 
would end up as Elia Kazan's "Viva Zapata", although uncredited, and later produced "The 
Killers", "The Naked City" etc. before shifting to Europe to escape the Hollywood witch hunts,



founding a production company with Peter O'Toole (Keep Films) and producing such 
wonders as "Under Milk Wood", "The Day They Robbed The Bank of England", "Lord Jim" 
and "What's New Pussycat." 

Joyce Gates was an actress in various small, often uncredited, roles in movies like "Kismet", 
and their daughter Joan is a notable journalist, writer, and all round renaissance woman by all
accounts; at one point the London correspondent for Warhol's "Interview" magazine, the only
American to have been editor-in-chief of French Vogue, and the subject of Tom Wolfe's "The 
Life and Hard Times of a Teenage London Society Girl.", later published in "The Pump House 
Gang." She started studying acting in 2002, and appeared in Nora Ephron's "Julie and Julia", 
later writing about the experience of auditioning for Ephron. She fell from grace after Vogue 
published a decidedly lightweight and grievously ill timed interview with Asma al-Assad, wife
of Bashar al-Assad. Frankly she seems fascinating, along with the rest of her family, and I 
could talk about them all day, but, basically Steinbeck knew them well and inscribed his sad, 
slow, strange dustbowl novel to them. A really gorgeous and interesting association copy of an
undeniably great book. 
[Ref: 1001] £30,000



18.  Struthers, Ian Duncan. A Collection of Material Relating to The Work of Ian 
Duncan Struthers, War Correspondent for Paramount during the North Africa 
Campaign. [Letters, Paperwork, Telegrams, Photographs etc.]. 
1942-46. 
A collection of ephemera including a parcel of detailed and candid letters home to Struthers’ 
mother in England, aerial photographs, expenses sheets, telegrams, correspondence with 
military authorities and with news organisation figures. A fascinating snapshot (no pun 
intended) of the work and pressures of a Second World War combat journalist. Amongst 
other things, the collection comprises:
45 letters from Ian Struthers to his mother, aside from from family details and checking in, 
Struthers presents a very comprehensive and in depth account of his adventures.
Communications with the War Office Medals Dept. detailing Struthers’ awards, his mention 
in despatches and the medals to which he is entitled (with accompanying medal ribbons and 
directions for use).
A sheaf of telegrams from Tom Cummins, the administrator of Paramount News, sending 
greetinigs, detailing assignments etc.
Correspindence with Allied Force HQ in Algiers, including a letter to Cpt. Taprell Dorling 
(better known post-war as “Taffrail”, author of thrillers) detailing the need for adequate 
transportation, letters detailing the problems associated with liaising with army units, a 
proposal to cover volunteers for the British Pioneer Corps (provided nobody mentioned that 
some of the volunteers were Spanish), the transcript of a press release by Struthers detailing 
his attempts to cover the assault on Heinsberg including some rather laconic emphasis on 
how bloody dangerous war actually is, Struthers’ Gazette Certificate, film footage lists, 
expenses sheets (detailing a fair amount spent on ‘entertaining’ various military officers in an 
effort to get better access to the action, something that Struthers frequently frets about), and 
3 large format aerial recon shots showing industrial details of what appears to be a heavily 
bombed European city. 



The whole collection is housed in a buff “Dalex” spring folder stencilled with Struthers’ name 
and initials. The majority of the contents are in excellent condition, although there are a 
number of slightly corroded paperclips that have had their small way with some of the papers.
The letters in particular (in opposition to most domestic letters being of the “I’m fine, please 
send socks” variety) are most detailed and illuminating, Struthers seems to have had a very 
candid and open relationship with his mother, he discusses fretting about missing the action, 
although later he details his 3 uninterrupted months at the front, his arrival in Tunisia and 
then Algeria, a particularly dense letter from 1943 details his being the “6th car to the enter 
the town” after a major location is liberated from the Germans “Driving into the town was 
most amazing, the inhabitants just cheered and shouted in the most amazing way” he 
mentions the lack of resistance “Jerry had decided to run the previous day” and mentions his 
surprise at meeting liberated Jews; “One of the most amazing things that I came across was 
the Jews still wearing the “Stars of David”, yellow cloth things worn on the coat lapel. As far as 
I know this is the first town that we have taken from the Germans where they have exercised 
their anti-Jewish principles. I was given one of these stars by a man who had worn it. It was 
most amazing, we had quite a difficulty sometimes in telling the people and persuading them
that it was now no longer for them to wear these stars!..I took some footage of a 
correspondent telling the inhabitants to take the stars off. I hope you will see it.” A fascinating
and illuminating collection of material. 
[Ref: 929] £500

19.  Tavernier, Adolphe. L’Art du Duel. 
Paris: Marpon & Flammarion, 1885. 
First Limited Edition, No. 30 of 500, this being one of 60 copies printed on Japon with a suite 
of engravings in two states; black and white, and also in Bistre. Large Quarto. 230pp. Bound 
in red half morocco over marbled paper covered boards. Titled in gilt to spine. The original 
covers are retained within, rendering the binding more of a case than a replacement. Vlean, 
bright and delightful. Top edge red. Internally clean, with the most deliriously wonderful 
absence of cutting or trimming to the page block, resulting in a fabulous nest of octavo sized 
engravings in bistre, half page eaux fortes in black and white, tall narrow text pages and a few 
variations in between. It’s like browsing three books at once. The front pastedown bears the 
bookplate of Arvid Eriksson; noted Swedish radio personality during World War Two whose 
strong hatred of the Nazis made it necessary to relocate him to Gotland for safety reasons, 
good chap, he later became Swedish military attache to the US and was a noted collector of 
outdoorsy, sporty books of note. The work is inscribed by Tavernier on the half title to:
“A Sarlin, un des toujours jeunes veterans de la noble science de l'escrime”
Sarlin, one of the grand gentlemen of the Parisian fencing world, would have probably not 
been exactly an antique at this point as far as I can tell, there may be an element of badinage 
in effect. A beautiful and important work on the history and art of the Duel, in an attractive 
and distinctive edition. 
[Ref: 1018] £650





20.  Timlin, William M.. The Ship That Sailed to Mars. 
London: George Harrap & co. Ltd., [1923]. 
First edition. 4to. 96pp. (48 pages of mounted calligraphic text, and 48 mounted plates on 
heavy grey paper). Quarter Japon titled in gilt over grey paper covered boards titled in black 
to front board. Lacking the scarce dustwrapper. some rubbing and scuffing to extremities, 
light soiling and discolouration, a horizontal scrape to rear board, internally bright, clean and
splendid. Nevertheless a very good, solid copy. A glorious work, one of the most creative 
endeavours in the field of early 20th century illustrated books, and stylistically way ahead of 
its time. This copy from the library of Richard Dalby, noted writer and bibliophile, with a 
couple of pages of his typewritten notes laid in at the front, suggesting that this copy is the 
one he used as reference for his work “The Golden Age of Children’s Book Illustration” [1991], 
in which he described Timlin’s masterwork thus: "The most original and beautiful children's 



book of the 1920s" and, when speaking of George Harrap, the publisher, he stated he was 
“Excelling the production values he had previously lavished on Willy Pogany and Harry 
Clarke.” Beautiful. 
[Ref: 1015] £975





21.  Various [Charles Green etc]. Three Pieces of 19th Century Aeronautical 
Ephemera. 
The Balloon. Single paper sheet handbill, 8” x 10” advertising the Coronation Balloon, with a 
small woodcut illustration of the balloon to the upper left, ascending from the Gas 
Company’s Station Yard at Stamford on the 1st July, 1825, under the auspices of Mr. Green. 
Very minor light spotting and wear, otherwise a sparkling survival. “The Filling of the Balloon 
will commence at TWELVE, and the Ascent will take Place at THREE o’Clock. The ROYAL 
SOUTH LINCOLN BAND, by the Permission of Captain Smith will attend on the Occasion.” 
Delightful. The Mr. Green in question is of course the luminous aeronaut Charles Green, who 
dominated British ballooning in the 19th century with his revolutionary use of coal gas as a 
lifting agent (hence the choice of gas yard as a venue one presumes), and the utilisation of 
trailing ropes for steering and stability purposes. He was the pilot of the Coronation Balloon 
and also of the probably rather more famous Nassau Balloon, that regularly made flights from
Vauxhall and Cremorne Gardens for the edification and delight of the revellers. By the time 
he had retiredin the 1850’s he had made over 500 balloon trips, including at night and over 
into continental Europe. When one thinks of a 19th century British Aeronaut, one thinks of 
Mr. Green.

Cremorne Gardens, Monday August 3rd, 1846...Ascent of The Nassau Balloon. Single handbill
sheet of paper, 5” x 7.5”, somewhat closely trimmed along the bottom edge affecting the 
printers imprint (...Steam Printing Company, 59 West Street, Smithfield. Actually a steam 
printing company address that produced a large number of aeronautical handbills and 



posters during the mid 19th century), otherwise a clean, sharp, well preserved example. Large 
woodcut of the balloon gondola to the centre of the handbill. The bill advertises a flight by 
the famous Mr. Green at Seven o’clock “at which hour Mr. Green will ascend into the regions 
of space, taking up with him a dozen ladies and gentlemen in the Car.” The rather dense text 
goes on to tout the gastronomic delights of Cremorne Gardens, and describes the whole affair 
as “A Crown Entertainment for ONE SHILLING.” Bargain. 

The Sky Bicycle Air Ship, Invented by Prof. Carl Myers. Handbill sheet, 13” x 7”. Early 1890’s. 
Large illustration of the Sky Bicycle to the upper portion of the sheet. Paper browned and a 
little brittle, at some point the bill has been folded and split along the folds, before being 
repaired with archival tape, an unfortunate occurrence, there are three small areas of loss, 
interfering with but not hindering the understanding of, the text. There is also a small chip of
loss to the middle lower edge. The exhibition flight of “...the only air vessel other than a 
balloon that is making public exhibitions out doors anywhere in the world today.” took place 
at the Bay State Bicycle Tournament on May 30th. The US bicycling community seem to have 
been strong supporters of Prof. Myers endeavours, The Wheelman periodical from 1893 
saying this:
“Several successful ascensions have recently been made in central New York on Professor 
Myer's sky bicycle. It consists of a hydrogen gas spindle with a very sharp bow and stern, and 
almost globular amidships. The gas spindle exactly supports the rider in mid-air; sitting on a 



bicycle seat. Cranks at hands and feet combine to operate a screw sail in front which draws the
whole machine forward. Be-hind the rider is a frail cloth rudder which can be placed in any 
angle or upon any plane. On either side of the rider are outspread wings which serve as guiding
or buoying surfaces. The weight of the rider himself is another element in the guidance of the 
craft. If he leans backward the machine goes up, if forward it slides downward, leaning right or 
left turns the machine in that direction like a circling 
bird. By placing one wing horizontal and one perpendicular, the course of the vessel is checked 
on one side and it spins around as on a pivot. All these manoeuvers were successfully carried 
out in mid-air, at distances varying from an elevation of a few feet to one of hundreds of feet.”

Professor Myer’s was quite the aeronautical entrepreneur, founder of the Balloon Farm in 
Herkimer County NY, so called because the balloon envelopes were semi-inflated on his front
lawn, making them look like giant, other worldly mushrooms, he was the inventor of a 
varnishing method for silk balloon material that enabled it to hold hydrogen more efficiently.
This was a huge step forward for mass production, and Myers secure a contract or two with 
the US military supplying balloons of varying sizes and designs for military purposes. He also 
created a method intended to creat rain for drought hit areas, by seeding the skies with high 
altitude balloon bombs, rigged to explode and filled with “oxy-hydrogen”, a side effect of the 
massive explosion theoretically being the creation of water through particle aggregation. 
Myers seems to have had an unstoppable appetite for invention, and puts one in mind of a 
character from Jules Verne, which he may well have been. A side note would be that the most 
skilled aeronaut in Myers company, and the undoubted master of the sky bicycle was his wife,
Mary, who began as his lab assistant before blossoming into her true role as aero machine test
pilot and demonstrating as “Carlotta, The Lady Aeronaut.” Scarce.[Ref: 1007] £500




